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Szeged has highest QS-ranked university in
Hungary

According to the Quacquarelli Symonds Top Universities’ list, the

University of Szeged (SZTE) has become the best higher education

institution in Hungary, reaching 501st-510th place of the world’s best

universities.

Szeged University (Szegedi Tudományegyetem or SZTE). Photo by Photo by Sanga Park / Shutterstock.com

“Comparing to last year’s results, the University of Szeged still received a good
academic evaluation, and its indicators measuring employer recognition and
internationality have improved,” states SZTE hírek (news).

The higher education establishment from the city 175 km south of Budapest has been
among the highest national ratings for Hungary on the QS lists for years; however, SZTE
has also seen significant improvement in the separate Center for World University
Ranking this year.

“This year the University of Szeged moved from last year’s 692nd position to 667th
place, 25 places up the CWUR World Ranking. […] In terms of Hungary, SZTE achieved
the third best position this year, behind only two institutions in the capital,” the SZTE
website says.

“I believe one of the factors that places SZTE so high are the university’s integration of
individual campuses in Pécs, Szeged and in Debrecen under one ‘umbrella’ university,
which created a higher and more efficient spectrum for learning,” says Dr. Bernadett
Szél, an independent member of the Hungarian National Assembly.

 Ekaterina Sidorina  Tuesday, June 30, 2020, 08:00
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International Research

Formed Deputy Minister of Education Gergely Arató adds that Hungarian universities do
not get better ranking because these institutions have few international educators and
researchers, which limits the high level research output.

“Many Hungarian universities have a very good quality of educational programs and
research in some fields, but not in all of them,” he states. “The leading Hungarian
universities are trying to strengthen their international and industrial cooperation and
attract more foreign students and staff.”

He cites the example of the Hungarian Academy of Science’s program to “bring home”
Hungarian researchers and provide them with good conditions for world class work. “Of
course, this measures will only benefit in the long run,” Arató admits.
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Garmin MARQ® Collection (https://bbj.hu/culture/garmin-
marq®-collection_184948)

With three decades of experience, Garmin is a trusted
and stable player in the land, air, and boat navigation
devices, as well as GPS-based sports watches. In the
last 10 years, the watch category has become an
increasingly important segment of the wide product
range, with a wide range of sports watches of all skill
levels, but Garmin has not stopped developing the

service side of the devices with the market needs in mind.

(https://bbj.hu/culture/garmin-
marq®-collection_184948)

 

Govʼt aids MOL, Audi, Szeged uni R&D partnership with HUF
4 bln (https://bbj.hu/economy/govt-aids-mol-audi-szeged-
uni-rd-partnership-with-huf-4-bln_185161)

The government is supporting a research partnership
between oil and gas company MOL, the local unit of
German carmaker Audi and the University of Szeged
with a HUF 4 billion grant, Innovation and Technology
Minister László Palkovics said in Szeged (about 162 km
southeast of the capital) last weekend, according to a
report by state news wire MTI.

(https://bbj.hu/economy/govt-
aids-mol-audi-szeged-uni-
rd-partnership-with-huf-4-
bln_185161)
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Pick Szeged announces HUF 2.9 bln capital raise
(https://bbj.hu/business/pick-szeged-announces-huf-29-bln-
capital-raise_184230)

Salami maker Pick Szeged announced Wednesday that at
its May 21 general meeting it decided to raise the
companyʼs registered capital by HUF 2.908 billion to
HUF 11.515 bln through the issue of new ordinary shares,
according to a report by Hungarian news agency MTI.

(https://bbj.hu/business/pick-
szeged-announces-huf-29-
bln-capital-raise_184230)
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